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---------Name: 
Colonial Biography Project 

No/reportison: _________________ 

No/ due date is: 1/31/12 

1. Use at least three different sources to gather information about the following for your assigned 
person: 

• The place and date of their birth 
• Childhood times including education 
• Early influences on the person 

• Family information 
• Accomplishments/Achievements 
• The irnpact the person had on the history of our country 
• Additional data, statistics, pictures, interesting facts, etc. 

2. Sort through your information and organize it. 

3. USing your organization, write a report on your person with at least five well designed 
paragraphs. Please see the informational rubric for specifics on how your writing will be graded. 

4. Prepare an oral presentation on your person for the class. Consider including the following: 

• Illustrations that help people understand your assigned person better, such as maps 
• A poster board with im portant facts about your person 
• A drawing of what your person looked like 
• A creative touch such as dressing like the person 
• Do not read your paper to the class! 

5. Please use Google Docs to type your paper. Have at least one other classmate add 
comments to help you with editing (after you have edited the paper). Share the paper with me 
once it is completed. There is no need to print a copy. I will add in comments when I grade it for 
you to review. *If you do not have a computer at home or permission to use Google Docs then 
print of a copy for submission or write the paper in your best handwriting. 
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Advanced 


5th Grade 
Proficient Partially Proficient Not Proficient Infonnational 

Content I have clearly introduced the topic that provides a 
and 

~eneral observation and focus. 
Organization 

I have strongly shown organization by logically 

~rouping related infonnation together using paragraphs, 

leadings, andlor sections. 

I have included illustrations, captions, and multimedia 

fi'hen useful that strongly support comprehension. 

I have strongly developed the topic with facts, 

ivocabulary, definitions, quotations, or other information 

~nd examples that related to the topic. 

I have strongly linked ideas within and across 

ategories of infonnation using words, phrases, and 

~lauses (e.g., in contrast, especially) 

I have a strong concluding statement or section related 

o my topic. 

Style . I have strongly used concrete words, phrases, and 

ensory details to describe my topic. 

I have strongly used my own words to develop my 

opic. (plagiarism) 

I have strongly used figurative language like similes 

~nd metaphors, strong verbs and sensory images when 

Inseful to support comprehension. 

I strongly used varied word choices and sentences. 

Conventions I have strongly improved my writing as needed by 
and planning, revising, editing, rewriting or trying something 

Grammar 
rew. 

I have used correct capitalization, punctuation, and 

pelling with wliting. 

I have introduced the topic that provides a general 

pbservation and focus. 

I have shown organization by grouping related 

,. nformation together using paragraphs, headings, 

IInd/or sections. 

I included illustrations, captions, and multimedia 

fi'hen useful to support comprehension. 

I have developed the topic with facts, vocabulary, 

~efinitions, quotations, or other infomlation and 

~xamples that related to the topic. 

f- I have linked ideas within and across categories of 

.infonnation using words, phrases, and clauses (e.g., 
. n contrast, especially) 

I have a concluding statement or section related to 

my topic. 

I have used concrete words, phrases, and sensory 

details to describe my topic. 

I 

I have mostly used my own words to develop my 

opic. (plagiarism) 

I have used figurative language like similes and 

metaphors, strong verbs and sensory images when 

useful to support comprehension. 

I used varied word choices and sentences. 

I have improved my writing as needed by planning, 

evising, editing, rewriting or trying something new. 

I have mostly used COlTect capitalization, 

punctuation, and spelling with writing. 

I have partially introduced the topic that provides a 

~eneral observation and focus. 

I have partially shown organization by grouping 

~Iated infonnation together using paragraphs, 

~eadings, andlor sections. 

I included illustrations, captions, and multimedia 

fi'hen useful that partially support comprehension. 

',--' have partially developed the topic with facts, 

ivocabulary, definitions, quotations or other 

. nfomlation and examples that related to the topic. 

f- I have partially linked ideas within and across 

ategories ofinfom1ation using words, phrases, and 

lauses (e.g., in contrast, especially) 

I have a partial concluding statement or section 


elated to my topic. 


I have used some concrete words, phrases, and 

sensory details to describe my topic. 

I have partially used my own words to develop my 

opic. (plagiarism) 

I have partially used figurative language like 

imiles and metaphors, strong verbs and sensory 

'mages when useful to support comprehension. 

I used some varied word choices and sentences. 

I have partially improved my writing as needed by 

planning, revising, editing, rewriting or trying 

something new. 

I have sometimes used correct capitalization, 

punctuation, and spelling with writing. 

I have not introduced the topic that provide, 

general observation and focus. 

I I have not shown organization by grouping I 

fo"m""o "."hoc ""0' ,'rn.",h, h~di" 
ndlor sections. 

I did not use illustrations, captions, and mull 

:when useful that partially support comprehe~ 

--' have not developed the topic with facts, VO< 

~efinitions, quotations or other in fomlation an· 

~xamples that related to the topic. 

I have not linked ideas within and across cal 

~finfonnation using words, phrases, and clam 

'n contrast, especially) 

I do not have a concluding statement or sect 

elated to my topic. 

I did not use concrete words, phrases, and se 

details to describe my topic. 

_ I did not use my own words to develop my t 

f-I have not used figurative language like simi 

jrnetaphors, strong verbs and sensory images w 

!useful to support comprehension. 

I did not use varied word choices and senten 

I need to improve my writing as needed by pi 

evising, editing, rewriting or trying somethin, 

I have not used correct capitalization, punc!\J 

and spelling with writing. 

~.-



5th Grade Integrated Early American History 55050301 
Unit 3: Colonization and Settlement lesson 1 

Biography Cards 

. MercyAbigail Phillis Roger 
Adams Wheatley Warren Williams 

Dolly 
PocahontasEthan Allen Madison Powhatan 

Crispus BenjaminMassasoit Ben FranklinAttucks Banneker 

Samuel RogerJohn Smith SquantoAdams Sherman 

George Daniel ThomasWilliam PennMason Boone Paine 

ThomasGeorge PatrickJames 
JeffersonMadison Washington Henry 

AlexanderAnne HaymJamesHamiltonHutchison Oglethorpe Salomon 
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